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BANA 2011 Formats with DBT 

Background 

DBT was not designed with Formats 2011 in mind. We are in the process of revising DBT to radically 

simplify the work needed to follow Formats 2011 guidelines. In the meantime, some in-depth 

knowledge of DBT's existing facilities -- with a particular emphasis on the customizability of DBT -- will 

help you to bridge the gap. We'll cover some general tips for use with DBT and also give some guidelines 

for specific format shortcomings in our current product. Finally, we'll get a preview of the work being 

done for updating DBT. 

DBT's formatter, while very flexible, can be challenging to master. And this is never more apparent than 

when dealing with new formats. Our presentation is intended to explain three of the reasons for the 

complexity (flexibility, backward-compatibility, and the third, top-secret reason you'll only hear about in 

the presentation. Of course, we'll also be working learning more in order to get better control of 

formats. 

Problems 

Broadly speaking, there are six challenges presented by Formats 2011 to the DBT transcriber: 

1. Indent and runover rules have been made more consistent, but are challenging for DBT. 

2. Rules for skipped lines, while not always new, remain challenging for DBT. 

3. Major new formats: Cell 7 headings, Footnote Placement, Displayed Matter, and Bullets 

4. New page types are introduced. 

5. Emphasis markup has been expanded. 

6. We'll consider solutions to each of these kinds of challenges in turn. 

Often, we'll use direct "dollar coding" to tweak our way through an issue. Use Control+[ to insert a dollar 

code directly. Use Coded View (Alt+F3) to review code placement. Place direct codes (usually) after style 

start tags and before the first text of the style. In the text below, "dollar codes" are shown in 

[brackets]. 

Style Talk 

Before turning our attention to specific tips and tricks, we'll talk very briefly about the two kinds of 

styles in DBT: linear styles and nestable styles. Though many people think of these two kinds of styles as 

paragraph styles and character styles, respectively, they are not. DBT is not MS Word. The only 

hard-and-fast distinction between the two kinds of styles is that linear styles cannot overlap one 

another, whereas nestable styles have no such restriction. In other words, any given piece of text can be 



in at most one linear style at once. DBT's editor enforces this restriction. Linear styles are shown on the 

status line. 

Truly, linear styles are generally analogous to paragraph styles, but they can contain more than one 

paragraph through "aggregation". Nestable styles are often used to represent character attributes, such 

as bold and italic, but can also be used for more general purposes, such as page setups.  

Indents and runovers 

Use poetry format. This gives you the option to choose how many levels there are, but you must scan it 

yourself. 

Or use the [hi] code directly or within a style. The [hi] code generally takes six parameters for 

setting left, runover and right margins plus the "increment" for each of the three. [hi] works with 

[hl]. 

Skipped Lines 

DBT's formatter allows for only limited options for managing skipped lines when only style markup is 

used. One can choose to: 

 Skip a line usually after a paragraph (always unless overridden by the style definition of 

the next paragraph), 

 Skip a line always before a paragraph, or 

 Skip a line never before a paragraph. 

But it is not possible to set things up to make the skip/no-skip decision based upon knowledge of a pair 

of styles. Because DBT often aggregates multiple paragraphs into a single linear style, there is no general 

need to do this when there is to be skipped line except in the case that adjacent paragraphs are the 

same style, because this is handled automatically. However, other cases, such as the handling skipped 

lines after major headings may require more finesse. 

What we've done in DBT is to make it so that styles are defined to skip or not skip lines based upon the 

most common application. You will need to use the [skn] code to suppress skipped lines manually in 

cases where you wish to remove a skipped line that is mandated by a style definition. You may also find 

you have a need to use the [sk1] code to introduce a skipped line where the style definition does not 

call for it. 

New Formats 

Cell 7 headings are a snap. They just require a new style which can be defined with the [hi] code. 

Footnotes may need to be relocated manually after document imports, for now. This is already 

improved in DBT "internal" builds, but is not yet in beta. 



Displayed Matter remains very challenging. It would be possible to set up a group of styles parallel to 

the main set for use with displayed matter. We are working on a simple improvement -- to be applied 

through a nestable style -- to make this very simple. But it is the worst of the news for now. 

Bullets should probably be put in direct braille by search-and-replace, either within DBT or perhaps 

within Word if you are coming in from Word. 

Box lines to represent colored boxes will probably have to be touched up in direct braille. 

New Emphasis Types (e.g. double underline) 

These are best done in direct braille until we’ve revised DBT. 

Page Setups 

Three "tricks" only are needed to manage page setups: 

1. Break pages with [top]. Use [pvN~X] to set the page number and prefix. 

2. Set a running header with [tls]Header[tle] or [tls]['][tle]. Use Alt-F2 for 

the hard space. Use [rfs]Footer[rfe] or [rfs]['][rfe] for the running footer. 

3. Set a right margin with [rm5] for example. Restore to normal with [rm0]. This is 

especially helpful for contents pages, if you are using a poetry style to get the indents 

and runovers correct. 

Create your own templates. 

Templates save all document styles. So you can use them to capture any improvements you make to 

DBT formatting. You can create your own templates pretty easily, but will need to either add write 

permission to the Templates directory of the DBT installation or change the location of the Templates by 

editing the registry. 
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